
Application Whitelisting - Scripts

Airlock performs application whitelisting on a large variety of script types, including 
PowerShell, MSI, BAT, VBS, JS and HTA files. 

Airlock provides your organisation with the 
visibility you need to interrogate every script 
execution.  
 
Discover when and where a script was 
first seen, including the scripts complete 
execution history and analytics.

Complete Visibility

Serious Script Support 
 
Airlock enables your organisation 
to block the execution of unknown 
scripts with the same level of security 
and ease as traditional binary files. 
 
Allow script files to execute using a 
hash value, digital signature or path 
and query the scripts credibility with 
Airlock’s automated threat reputation 
service. 

Script management is simple 
with Airlock. No complex HIPS 
rules or previous application 
whitelisting experience required.

Airlock features at a glance

Centralised reporting - Real-time dashboards and a comprehensive search / reporting framework. ensures you find the needle in the haystack.

File Reputation - Airlock provides an inbuilt file reputation service to help you determine which files are safe to add to the whitelist.

Exception Management - Single use codes can be issued to users for temporary time based exclusion.

Secure - Airlock monitors all file mappings into executable memory, preventing common application whitelisting bypass techniques.

Lean - Airlock’s enforcement agent is seven megabytes in size, using small whitelist definitions and next to zero impact on resources.

Hardened - Airlock performs enforcement for all users, including administrators. Protections are available to prevent disabling and tampering.

SIEM Support - Airlock supports the real-time transfer of all application whitelisting events to third party SIEM solutions.

File tracking - Interrogate every file. Discover when and where a file was first seen, including complete execution analytics. 

Intuitive - Airlock whitelist management is performed via an intuitive file browser interface. No previous whitelisting experience required. 



Script support in addition to application 
whitelisting, enables organisations to reach 
a high level of security. Airlocks purpose 
built application whitelisting platform, 
makes whitelisting simple in complex and 
changing enterprise environments.

Airlock makes 
application whitelisting 

simple, secure & 
effective

Airlock Digital is an Australian 
based company, with offices 
in Adelaide and Canberra. 
Airlock is whitelisting 
standards compliant.

REQUEST A DEMO
Telephone: +61 1300 798 925

E-mail: info@airlockdigital.com
Web: www.airlockdigital.com


